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however in comparison it requires little or no real life fund, but uses instead a lot of time. Normal servers have a maximum damage limit, due to the presence of more systems such as potential bonuses and scrolling that provide more damage than potential. Both assistants can charge literally $0. (Note that pets are basically needed to restart as you
need to grow your own mesos). Free pets are available (events/blackheart). There are many ways to make non-reboot mesos that are mostly focused on farming certain objects and taking advantage of events. Reboot monsters have a higher exp and a higher HP multiplier. There is a higher penalty for the sub-level (loss of 5% final damage per level
below the monster). The mesos fall at a rate 6 times higher in the meso. Cash shop objects NX in non-reboot vs meso in Reboot: Hyper teleportation rock Monster park additional entrance ticket Black and red cubes Jett link configuration elements skill: “Condensed supernova dust, solidifying cosmic stellar dust and shifter of cosmic dust. Security
pendants, freezer buff, token respawn (note that non-reboot has npc providing sells these on a daily basis limited to meso: 3 per day each). Miracle circutor Android Wedding Ticket denomination coupon Article Tags Other convenience items available in general stores for meso only in reboot: Powerful (Red) Flames, Master Craftsman Cubes, 30 days
hanging slot, additional character slot coupons, equip-use-etc-setup slot coupons. Non-Exclusive Reboot: Maple Points store has many more reboot items like pet food for more pets, additional inventory slots, 30 pending slots coupon exp, scissors and hammers. These are limited and are updated only on a monthly basis. Most items can be purchased
for mesos to reboot without limits, but this is an alternative for non-reboot players who don’t want to reboot use nx. Cashshop EXP and coupons droprate-these stack with the use of exp/drop coupons and some events. RNG p2w: philosopher’s books, wonder machine, gachapon that can give equipable items that alter the gameplay and give
advantages. Note that the reboot has gachapon but only for cosmetics and stock bags. The character class “Zero” is only available if it fails to restart. Monster life market Meso and house dâaste. The meso market allows you to sell mesos for map points or buy map points with meso through an in-game system. House dâaste is for buying / selling
objects. Do I need to play on the reboot or on regular servers? The general opinion is that if you are willing to give out a bit of $$$, play the normal servers as the progression is much faster if you have money, but if you are not willing to spend $$$ then you reboot, where the progression is not so slow as long as you are willing to make it. drag by some
bosses. What class should I play in?Play whatever you think is funny. If you don’t like it, change. If you’re not sure, look for some videos about that particular class on youtube and see if they sound like a fun lesson. But remember not to judge a class until you’ve played lv200 and got the fifth job, because for some classes it’s a huge game change.
What’s a good course to start with? Here are some tips on how to start as first character: Ark, Kanna, Demon Avenger, Demon Slayer, Angelic Buster, Aran, Thunder Breaker. I’m 100% sure there are others that people recommend, but in my opinion these are some of the easiest classes to level. The arches are mobile and require very low funding to
progress due to the intrinsically high damage. They also come with a great Linking Ability that gives you up to 11% additional damage at Level 2 (lvl 120) during battle. The Kannas are a not to be underestimated now. They do good damage and are the kings of mobbing with multiple quotes. Owner of ability Kishin which increases the reproduction
rate and the max # of mob on the maps. Also built with another 10% damage link enable level Thunder switch is intrinsically strong with high damage and very mobile with a lot of lines. Link not yet useful up to the Glorion patch in autumn/winter. Demon Avenger is a super strong class, the king of non -financed is always the king due to the HP
reduction, and has a really nice downsizing of the skills and has a 10% level 2 skilled links therefore also If you don't like having an LV120, the same is useful. Angelic Buster has a crazy scalact, so the damage will be crazy while you are leveling yourself, even if you miss some damage from equipment. He has a bossing burst with damage to the skill.
(Not recommended if you have a bad delay, it has a charging mechanism that can be glitch out) Aran has a truly beautiful connection capacity that quadruples the Exp that is obtained from the combo spheres, which is a huge thrust to the EXP gain from LV 1-60, as well as crazy damage to the high base that I am quite sure that no one else can match.
He has a good mobility and crazy damage. He also has an integrated drainage, therefore it does not require HP potions until the subsequent stages where it cannot overcome the incoming damage. Demon Slayer has incredible mobbing skills that extend with a lot of damage, cover a lot of areas and are spammatible. The damage is not as strong
enough as the previous three that I mentioned, but compensates for it having much more damage to AOE. It also has the advantage of 10% connection to the level boss damage 2. Beast Tamer and Jett have been polished in the last patch, even if even low on the DPS. Kannas have been renewed and finished and are a decent DPS class now in addition
to support. Bishop can be played as the main class, but keep in mind that you will mainly play a support role because their late dps suffer a lot from the low level of scale, however they are still welcome in the late raid parties thanks to their excellent skills of support. Self classes you don't like, here are some others that double as good classes to try to
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,noneX ,motnahP in which case you can purchase a potential stamp from Henesys which has a 50% chance of adding an additional potential line. Potential lines can be different levels, known as standard and privileged lines. The main lines are are and have triple first lines Ãa very rare  that only super-min/maxing players will choose. For example, an
epic primary line for the level 70-150 Ã ¨ of 6% stat and the standard lines are 3% stat, then get 3 lines 6% stat on a potential element of epic level Ã¢ very rare, while a unique potential gear has 9% prime lines and 6% standard lines. Different level gears also have different standard/prime lines. From MaplewikiLevel 0-30 tools can get: 1% on rare,
2% on epic, 3% on unique, 6% on legendaryLevel 31-70 tools can get: 2% on rare, 4% on epic, 6% on unique, 9% on legendaryLevel 71+ tools can get: 3% on rare, 6% on epic, 9% on unique, 12% on legendaryGlobal MS only: Level 151+ equipment items can 4% on rare, 7% on epic, 10% on single, 1 3% on legendary Star Force Enhancement [1004]
Another way to improve equipment, accessible in the inventory menu at the bottom through hammer icon, otherwise Ã Ì tied to O by default. It'very simple, just pay a certain amount and the statistics on that element increase. The more Ã9the number of stars you get from the improvement, the more Ã9the probability It's a lack of improvement. Once
you get to 12 stars, increasing has the possibility to explode your element. Ã you can get around this up to 17 stars using safeguard option, which stops booms but makes extra cost. 17-25 stars has no safeguard option and you Ì to the mercÃ© of RNG. If you blow up your item, you will receive a track that transfers the potential of  previous item  12*
to a new copy item. The flames, anvils, transposed statistics and weapons of soul will be maintained. Flames [1005] Flames Ãlânth augmentation system introduced in Vcare update upon the release of ArkÃ¢ Â! It is free bonus statistics. When you apply a flame to an element, you get bonus statistics on that element based on its level and the level  the
statistics you receive. If you inflame a set/gear garment, such as Absolab or the CRA set, you are guaranteed to 4 different increases of state, and are guaranteed to be of a good level (minimum level 3, maximum level 7). Non KMS objects like SweetWater accessories will not receive these flames is â € â € Â˜boss Setã ¢ â € â ™, and therefore can give
1-4 lines of state that are level (1-5). The statistics of the levels of level 7 can only be obtained from the rainbow flames, which are very rare drops from bosses or come from events of events/monsters collections. Most of the players use the flames of crimson, which can be purchased by henesys / leafre but only give a maximum level of state of 6. It is
possible to check which statistics are provided to which levels of element / flame levels here: HTTPS : //strategywiki.org/wiki/mplestory/additional_options_and_nebulites Mastery Books [1006] Old Mastery Books Donã ¢ â € Â ™ T exist more. It is possible to buy 100% success LV 20 and LV 30 books of universal skill from the Leafre and Henesys
stores, or obtain them from lines of quests such as Silent Crusade. Statistical distribution [1007] secondary statistics are barely existing, and as such it is not necessary to put points in secondary statistics. All start-up points enter your main state now, so self-axion is perfectly fine and safe to use. Points of qualifying [1008] It is not more possible to
lose points with an excessive leveling before the advancement of the work, and the qualities are now individual for any progress of the work, so you have a fixed quantity of SP for each â € skills â ™ so it is not necessary to worry about using the 1st SP of the second skills work. Most of the max classes all the skills 1-4, but there are some that leave
the skills at level 19. If â € you are sure, Google a construction of skill. Tips and tricks [1009] Use the Acero Guide to move during leveling, â € 'â ™ of default to U. where â € â ™ killed a sufficient quantity of crowds/finish the relevant demand in the area. If â € Â Â ™ Mega-Welfare and Canã ¢ â € â ™ you cannot afford a higher rock, you can
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traehkcalB nu o eredac af ehc traehkcalB id alotacs anu eredac raf id Ãtilibissop al ah ehc ,alliH draH odnecaf Magaitia (Accessible from Sahel 2) 90-100 C-1, C-3: Roids, inside Magatia Laboratory 100-108 NORMAL Zakum with runes, 2x, mvp, any and all exp modifiers. Focus on killing weapons and dodge weapons. Suggested to buy a 081-071
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enough star strength) 175-185 Savage Terminal (Grandis Map): Squalid courtyard 2 near the lower left. 180-190 Swollen Stumps at Desolate Hills, Twilight Perion (Access through the Gate to the Future at the Temple of Time) 190-200 Fox Valley: lower fork accessible without pretension. Try Flutterbuzz and Squirrels. Find the map by clicking Vulpes
in the Grandis section, then in the top right for fox valley. 190-200 Site of excavation foreign 2/3 Dusk Perion 200-210 Stay at FES 2/3 if ÂÂtoo weak to train at Arcane River, otherwise go to any map in Escape Trip where the layout fits your class and where you can² at least 2 hit KO. The best map in general Ã ¨ Under the cave. (Add 10 points to
Arcane Force hyper stat for +50, if you complete 1 day of every day including PQ spectrum you will get 90 arcane strength that Ã is sufficient for 1.5x damage against all unhidden disappearance travel maps). 200-210 Scrapyard Maps in Edelstein (not recommended due to low egg laying + exp) 210-220/225 Slurpy Forest Depths or any ChuChu map
that fits your skills Â Â (Torrent Zone 3 is not a bad choice for 220-225 if ÂÂre deficient AF to train in Lachelein) 220-230 Depending on the class, try Revelation Place 2/3, Cicken Festival 2 or locktower 230-250 Cavern Lower Path for most classes, although some may also use other Arcana maps that are unique to his abilities Â Â Â Â e.g. (CLP1,
CLP2, CUP, DCUP1-2, cave Labirintina) 235-250 Some sphere maps, such as Mirror Touched Sea 2, although Ã is really hard to find a kishin mule for these maps + maps are really of specific class 255-275 and mostly¹ involves the maze limina maps. Very class dependent. Multipliers EXP & useful training tools [1011] ->TotÃ ④ Âs Âs Know How Ã is a
quest dai 20-60, and every 10 levels is obtained a new quest from totã ¢ â € â ™ s who teachs you on some game mechanics. What you should worry about is the reward, every 10 levels gives you a armor / box of weapons and at level 50, a one This is very handy for training as you can just teleport around straight to your training destination instead of
using maple guide->Sleepywood->Interdimensional Portal. At level 60, he gives you a 7? Day pet which is also very helpful as you no longer need to manually loot and it saves time on the 5 hour snail you¢ÃÂÂre given at the start. ->There is a buff called MVP, that people give out occasionally, which increases xp obtained by 50%. Before using this,
people will megaphone ¢ÃÂÂMVP buff Ardentmill xx:30 ch5¢ÃÂÂ or a message similar to this, it means at xx:30 you should go to Ardentmill (accessible through most major towns, if you don¢ÃÂÂt know how to get there go to Henesys, left side of town there is a portal to it there) and switch to the appropriate channel and get the buff. Leave a fame
because it¢ÃÂÂs polite -> On Sundays, you can run Monster Park 7 times (2x free runs, buy 5x tickets from the cash store under time savers-dungeon passes for 3.5m each) to get 7 EXP coupons with varying effects (at worst, it¢ÃÂÂs a 1.5x for 15 minutes and at best a 2x for 1 hour). If you are super lucky you might get a spirit pendant. ->If you have
a kanna friend, ask them to kishin you at whatever map you¢ÃÂÂre training. This skill greatly decreases mob respawn time and increases the max number of mobs available on a map, so it¢ÃÂÂs very useful to have. If you have a second laptop/computer and you¢ÃÂÂre fairly dedicated, it¢ÃÂÂs recommended to have an account solely for kishin to help
level mules and kishin yourself ->Same as before, but with a bishop/phantom for a party buff called Holy Symbol which improves EXP gain by 50%. If you have a second laptop, kishin is recommended over Holy Symbol as most believe it gives better EXP gain than HS. Update: Bishop HS has been changed to only apply 50% of its effect if the party
member is outside of roughly a half screen¢ÃÂÂs distance at 1366ÃÂ768 resolution. 25% exp is still nice. ->Runes appear every 15 minutes or so on a map. Interact 7 you will ask under kcor Soy , x. . ROolh You Poo Heo .eoe .ey sabane sambile samber 4012: 912 mmeezer 42: • AME, Ahu of the hungs of the yodiation of the salubane , Peane , kötolome
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mmeme , , , , smanm , , , , Retin it tote sirairted them them (default Also receive a potential for unique sliding from the LV120 one. Your unique potential parchment should be used on secondary weapon, these can be obtained by the seller of secondary weapons in Hensys for ~ 500k Mesos. So, your epic parchments must be used on your badge (from
the exorcist ship of the ghost ship) and on your emblem (from the respective search for your class). Explorers must do the search for Explorer's book to get it at level 100. Other classes such as Kaiser and Angelic Buster can buy it from sellers and some others like Kanna simply get it from a search for free. Google if you are not sure. The rest of your
potential parchments can be used on any Bri (Best In-Lot) equipment you have, such as the higher Golux equipment if you have made Hellux or rings of events transport that are often found in events. If you have leftovers, feel free to scroll any equipment thinking that you have to epic and the Utgard weapon if it is not already. -The cubes you get
should be used to repeat your emblem and secondary weapon for lines %m.att or %attach to maximize the damage input. Once you get a potential ATP att/m.att line, stop cooking it and cube each other or weapon. Gilde's corporations [1013] are groups of people who often help each other with the game. They are generally active and friendly
communities that maintain the social aspect of the game on the positive side and are found in a concession of numerous benefits. The first advantage is that it transports hard boss, such as the bosses of the ABYSS at the root of chaos, help, Hard Magnus and Hard Hilla. These "wagons" allow you to progress through the game at a very faster pace of
normal, which is fantastic. However, most of the guilds find really annoying for people asking Carry, so it's generally better to wait for someone to offer You accept rather than constant spam "it can take me [this garment]? â â‚¬ o è ¢ âvelop" lf> Hellux transported pls ". Also make sure you have good guild contribution points to make sure you can
enter Guild Carrys. Carrys. transport based on your contribution or the points of the guild. The contribution derives from the management of some bosses, such as Magnus, Root Abyss, Zakum, HornTail and Hilla. Most of the guilds are limited to guild points by performing the 4 bosses ra + one of the others listed above to hit the 5K contribution limit
per day. Otherwise, you can perform hhilla+ chaos horntail which also gives 5k guild points. You can only get a maximum of 5000 points a day, by character. Keep in mind that these garments must be managed with other members of the guild to earn contribution. Most of the guilds have some rules for a contribution such as a 30k CRA contribution,
or perhaps something similar to 50k contribution is needed for a hard carry magnus. IMPORTANT- TABAL Bring if you are transported here are some basic rules to follow: the booty by default unless your transports say Sadon like Chaos Vellum/Lotus/Damien, looking for the mechanics of the Boss/Watch videos so Not to die 5x in 1 minute and waste
time from the carrier. Learn the mechs and practice them to avoid dying. For Hellux, do not expect to be transported if you are level 200 or lower. Now that 25* is here most people need to continue in only Hello for drops to prepare for 22* equipment, so you will need a minimum interval of 300-400k and level 200 if you want them to make Hellux tie
for you. In Hellux, Carries can kill the chin, head and kill 95% of Gem's HP and then leave the map/party so you can finish it. If you are lucky enough to get a transport like this, don't hit anything until transport leaves the map. It is so that the others can also bring through Hellux. Be kind and say thank you, when you bring people who do not get any
prizes other than self -satisfaction from helping others so that it is nice to see when people there they get. Most of the guilds are quite regularly and in general, asking "anyone who is free to help with Hello?‚ Âvelop aznetop id ollatsirc li eredac aicsal mukaZ .naeB kniP/alliH e sungaM ,liatnroH ,mukaZ ad ssob out led irossecca erenetto rep eraroval
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After getting LV 170, I recommend making the Hiezian Quest line to get the 3-piece Sengoku treasure set that Ã is a trio of LV150 accessories, (belt, ring, shoulder) that has a nice 3-piece set and each piece has good statistics too. After you get it, stop using the real black metal shoulder and replace it with Hayato's treasure, but you'll still retain the
effect of the 5-set boss accessory set. Kanna's ring of this set Ã is bis (best-in-slot), so make sure not to drop it or sell it. You should aim to get epic potential statuses of 6% on the Pensalir equipment, which you can then transfer the hammer to the CRA equipment you will get from raiding CRA with guild mates or from transporting. Try to keep the
epic Pensalir Gear, as if transferring a unique or legendary potential, will come downgraded to Epic. As soon as you finish Gollux prequests at level 140, start immediately running it every day to save Gollux coins to get your earring and ringing Gollux superior. The matching belt and pendant can be dropped by Hell Mode Gollux, which you (if you are
lucky) can² be carried by gildies. Otherwise Gollux simple/normal and use the broken/solid set of Gollux accessories as placeholders. Get the CRA equipment, either by breaking in/solo/transporting- To do this, make sure to complete the 10 regular RA Clears so you can enter. Do the ghost ship's exorcist mission line to get the ghost ship's exorcist
badge, which Ã is a badge bis that Ã is inferior only to the badge Sengoku Hakase, which Ã is a better event object. However, sinceÃ© Ã is an exclusive object for events, Ã is perfectly beautiful cube the ghost ship's exorcist badge to legendary and cubilo for 21% stat, however if you are looking for min/max damage, you should absolutely get the
Sengoku ieretnup ieretnup ol non osseps aznatsabba avirra ukogneS otneve'l ©ÃhcreP .tatS% rep yradnegeL a attebuc e elamron/acipe elaiznetop anemagrep anu odnasu elaiznetop eresse ebbervod otseuQ .esakah More than 21% legendary on your ghost ship, because the distinctive Sengoku dã a higher level of potential and a decent quantity of
weapon / magical attack. Rip Singapore è ° â ™ Â RIR Badges Pottable- On a serious note, however, the best badge in slot is now the distinctive Magnus Cristallo Ventus, if â € â ™ you are a new player who does the GSE distinctive have Your best bet is to wait and pray that report the distinctive Sengoku Hakase from the Alto Sengoku event, however
itã ¢ â Â â € Â Â ™ S Future is unknown at the moment. Here, you have a choice: you can or make the Mushroom Shrine Tales questline to get the wings of CAPA, which can then be the star to improve at 8-10 stars that the best can be obtained until your head, or yes It can try and aim to obtain a series of chief Nova and normal magnus execution
boots. Â € Â Â ™ to pass through normal Magnus with your guilt senses because the Nova gear has a relatively good drop rate from the Landa Line of Mushroom Shrine Tales requests a solid 4+ hours to complete ( Trust it, I did it and I got the head Nova a couple of days later it was 100% not worth). In both cases, â € you will have to obtain Nova
boots or Spamando Easy Magnus every day (very low drop rate) or by making you pass or raiding Normal Magnus. You Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Your wings of fate get free, making them fall continuously and recovering a new pair from the NPC, and this is a nice free way to obtain a well -flameed cloak. If â € â ™ are still having problems with the
damage/obtain more autonomy, make the masteria through time Questline to obtain the Antelli Guardian medal, which dã 8 W.atk/M.atk and decent all the state however this is Very low priority as it takes a * truly * time to finish the Questline for a much less increase in damage. Next, you want to get a clean tyrant cloak and the Magnus hard boot. Â
€ â ™ i'm just a placeholder for your absolute march. The mantle Ã is a drop directed by magnus himself, but boots require 8 weeks of racing (9 coins per race, 8 weeks to get 70 coins for boots). IF They want a quick progression and have access to Lotus/Damien Porta you can probably skip the Tyrant boots. However, if you don't give it, you can also
do daily Kritias to get them in 4 weeks reset the item Hmag (assuming that you can get a double Hmag Carry in the same week). Inflame your equipment miracles for your range, even at low levels. Once the equipment that does not be replaced for a while for example Arma Fafnir, a tyrant cloak, Cra Hat/Top/Bot is obtained. If you are short of funds,
or you still have meso equipment on your Kanna, a flame %all statat of something like a main flame +30-40 is enough for now. If you launch something like +60-70 status this is really good and you should keep it because it is really good. It also focuses on something like the level 5 attack on your weapon, because the flat push in WEP/Magic Attack
does miracles for your reach. For reference, I was ~ 5m clean before the flames came out, and after spent a small quantity and obtain %as flames and decent flame on my WEP I went up to about 6.2-6.3m range. Start working to do your daily commercial trips for Denaros and a Sweetwater Katara if you are a dual blade to trade pqs and travel alone.
These are also Net you Denaros that you can use to buy Sweetwater Eye and Face and Earring Accessories, which are bis (Best In-Slot) (apart from the accessories of Hard Lotus/Damien but also the best reboot players have not yet So ..) After you can comfortably be ohko Mobs in Vanishing Journey without equipped accessories (remove 2x pendants,
4x rings, face, eye and earrings) you should start driving, that is, cube a series of accessories (4 Rings, 2 pendants, face accessory, eye accessory and earrings) to obtain %drop lines that will help are grown the more quickly nodes. If you are lazy, you can use my setup, which is ,mossolB ,mossolB revliS gniR ,)somsoC toobeR e lufegneV toobeR
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+%72 led elaiznetop nu id otnemalotor li ertnem ,aidem ni b08-06 id ollavretni'llen aicram id ozzep nu aidem ni itsinogatorp 22 rep emits el ehc etneserp ineit ,osorolod ossecorp nu etnemarucis ais otseuq enebbeS .otaicnal iah ehc L3 elaiznetop the choice to make and the method outlined above does not Â work Â for everyone. If ÂÂyou're a kind of
crazy farmer who does 200b and saves all this for DMT/Starforce event or something like that, probably just 20-22* a piece of equipment right away and then xfer hammer, 22* and then roll a vase and save the problem + month to remake a potential 3L. However most people, especially in the early stages of the game Âdo not save much and therefore
the method above Ã is what they should take. The same is true for flames: rolling at your discretion, however keep in mind that flat stat is not always what you should aim for, because© %all stat puÃ² is worth up to 8-10 flat stat for 1%. when you reach the end of the game, a flame 48/6% will be the same value as a 108 stat flame. But keep in mind
that the less gait you've played, less than 1% allstat varrÃ , so in the first-centergame flames of flat state may be worth more¹, but at the end %allstat is absolutely worth like a line. Family There are many family members: some who recover, some who increase the fall rate and the month rate. Here is a video with some of the most common¹, where to
get them and what they do: ALTERNATIVE PROGRESSION GUIDES REALLY WELL FORMATTED These alternative guides that are also on reddit are really well made, and actually they have graphics, so if you prefer that kind of thing to this coarse text wall theyÂ Âre link here: id.p Most information Ã is still correct at 25* output, except Gollux>
Tyrant belt in any way now IÃ Â Âm working on a guide for 140-200. from Maplestory Important Prequests [1015] -Gollux Available at level 140, starts through a search from Grendel in Ellinia who will bring you Ã Crimsonheart Castle. The last 2 missions are a pain in the ass but Â Â Gollux Ã o Capo odigiR/elamroN odigiR/elamroN sungaM - .osse
noc ivratuia rep erailimaf redipS giB nu erenetto e osse noc eratsab ¬Ãsoc etnatropmi otlom ¨Ã ehc This question to LV90, with the Quest ã ¢ â € â € Pantheonâ € Â - from it just follow the question. There is a small break in the issue around LV 120 (IIC) then continues later. If you want, jump it up to ~ 150 then just go through all the missions
because â € all the necessary mobs for it -root abyss as soon as it is unlocked to LV120, you should be running every day to arrive At 10 Normal Root Abys zero to unlock Chaos RA requirement. -Ghost Ship should be done as soon as possible to get the Badge Ghost Ship Exorcist, starting talking to Ralph the wayfarer in Boat Quay Town in Singapore.
Available in LV150 - Temple of the mandatory time to complete the fifth search for progress of the work, it is possible to start it at LV140 and also a good training place if you can survive the crowds. -Cuting us available at level 140, not â € Â ™ to make the whole Questline, just enough to unlock commercial travel through a quest call is â € â € Get
Rich Quick! Ã ¢ â € Â from Cassandra, but Iã ¢ Â € â ™ â € Â â € Â ™ Updated recommends making the whole Questline as it gives a 100% Epic Potential Scroll and unlocks the teleportation to trade through Maple Guide -Hiizan Questline (for Kannaã ¢ âœs Treasure, bis Gear, If you donã ¢ / Solidtot have a reinforced Golderlux set by 170)
Recommend LV170 to do this, due to annoying mechanism of damage that scares on the levels, do this with a magician / thief is difficult for your sengoku character HP is based on whatever your real HP character. -Mushroom Shrine Tales (optional, if you want a better garment to think and â € it can do not get Tyrant but not recommended to do only
progression) -The face every time it is â € â ™ available -Kritias not too long A line of claim, â € â ™ S necessary for hard magnus reset ticket. (Optional if â € â ™ you are opting for Tyrant Boots as a filling before getting 5 sets abso) (not recommended) -dwt be li li ©Ãhcrep reit mottob + reit dim odnecaf olos erailgisnocÂ dÂ¢ÃI itnemirtla ,inoissim id
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gradually need more damage to a you clear, you¢ÃÂÂll be granted one coin. 30 coins can be traded in for 1 lachelein symbol. However every 10 stages, you¢ÃÂÂll unlock a checkpoint, and the next time you run dream defender you can start from that checkpoint. So for me, I have cleared up to stage 45 and therefore everyday I just clear stage 40->41
and leave to get my easy 40 coins x 3 runs, so 120 coins. After you finish your 3 runs, remember to go into the main town and talk to the 5 npc¢ÃÂÂs of the top 5 clearers of dream defender to get some free coins everyday. For Arcana, there is a thing called spirit saviour that you need to do everyday to get Arcana symbols. You go into a map with
some spirits that you need to attack to ¢ÃÂÂset free¢ÃÂÂ (yes it¢ÃÂÂs very counterintuitive). You can collect up to 5 spirits at a time, and have to maneuver around the map to collect these spirits while avoiding a ¢ÃÂÂtoxic spirit¢ÃÂÂ, which removes all your collected spirits if it touches you. This takes a fair amount of practice, and you need to
practice and do it daily to get better. Here, some classes have an innate advantage due to having better mobility, for example most classes with a flash jump will do fairly well whereas classes with teleport and poor mobility (luminous + kanna) will do fairly poorly and have a difficult time. You trade 3 coins for 1 symbol, and you can only get a
maximum of 30 coins per day. You get 1 coin for every 1000 points you get during a spirit saviour run. You have 3 attempts per day, so most players proficient at it will just do 2 15,000 point runs and be done with it, but if your mechanics are lacking you may have to settle for doing 3x 10,000 point runs. Morass dailies involve killing, collecting and
doing special missions- starts at 3 per day and can be reduced to 2 by completing Esfera prequests. 3 quests per day: 2 symbols each and 2 for completing 3 quests for 8 total. Esfera is exclusively killing and collecting- 3 quests per day: 2 symbols each and 2 for completing 3 quests them. them. For each sessalc feihT lla ot evisulcxe era hcihw slliks 3
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aivattut ,otailgisnoc noNÂÂ¢Ã etnemavittepsir 61/71/71 a onucsaic erallevil elibissop ehcna ¨Ã ,tsoob id idon id itnairav el 3 e ettut eravort e otanutrof orevvad eneitto is eS .eravort rep opmet id 'op nu eredeihcir onossop e irar etnemavitalerÂ Âonos ©Ãhcrep ilaedi tsoob id idon eravortÂÂ es ivetaiggarocs nonÂÂ aivattuT .05 id elibissop ognar
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ottefrep onu erallevil rep ÂÂottefrepmiÂÂ¢Ã otaiznetop odon nu odnasU .iouv ehc Ãtiliba el certain duration. Some may be quite useful, even if they are relatively rare and usually they come from â €. Improvement of the nodes of the nodes from the update of VCCA, now we can improve the slots of the nodes using the matrix points. Every time you
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enoizidelaM accolbs otseuQ .941 a ollevil e annaK nu iaf amirP .itnemaibmac i opod sosem eraerc id odom li ¨Ã otseuq e ehcifidom eratroppa oirassecen otats ¨Ã ,fren oseM etnecer li opoD ]0201[ osem id arutlocirgA .03 >- 52 id omissam ollevil nu ad etaiznetop eresse onossop evitta Ãtiliba el e itanroigga etnematelpmoc tols 2 ni tsoob id idon 2
onanoizisop is es 06 ollevil li eregnuiggar onossop tsoob id idon i ,idon ied omissam ollevil li eratnemua ²Ãup otnemaroilgim otseuQ .odon led ollevil la 5+ nu erad rep etlov 5 id omissam nu otaroilgim eresse ²Ãup tols ingO .tols olleuq ni odon led ollevil li Ãretnemua idon ied tols ilg odnaroilgim e to the game that wants to reach the end-of-game
equipment vorrÃ do this as soon as possible¹ to get the best rates of meso farmers. Accessories-(pendants/eyes/face/rings/earrings) are those that are able to get %meso lines. ÂÂyou will want cube these to legendary to get iouv eS .irossecca/arutamra'l e amra'l aroilgim erallets azrof al ,innad onacnamÂÂ eS .051 a enoizanicam allad erenetto
ebbervod is rilasneP igganargni id otelpmoc tes nu + inottehcsom 5 irossecca iout i noc ammag atseuq eregnuiggar id odarg ni eresse itservoD .eybeyB id enoizats alla OKHO rep k07-06 acric Â Â .osem %3 sunob nu erenetto rep enoigel alled ailgirg allus olrettem e 041 ollevil la motnahP nu erenetto atsab idniuq , ozrofs otlom elouv ic ©Ãhcrep eraf
tÂÂ ol enosrep elled etrap roiggam al aivattut ,motnahP 052vl nu ad ¨Ã erenetto ²Ãup is ehc %5 led osem omitlu'L )anretnI ÃtilibA F+lrtC( .anretni Ãticapac osem% anu erenetto rep irotalocric ius b2 oseps oh ossets oi emoc ,omitlu'lla onif olravlas id oilgisnoc e GNR us otasab etnemamertse ¨Ã otseuq aivattuT .emirp osem aenil anu eralotor rep
irotalocric i odnazzilitu eraunitnoc iop ,oiradneggel a olratrop rep irotalocric i odnasu iop ,px001 erono'd illur i odnasu ocinU a onretni Ãtiliba id ollevil out li odneglovvair amirp ,otseuq eraf itservoD .elapicnirp airadneggel osem aenil anu erenetto rep anretni Ãticapac artsov al ereglovvair ad osem %02 ortla nu erenetto ²Ãup is ioP .inoizaroproc el
osrevartta soaC id adoC/aiorT id adoC osrevartta eratropsart israf e ,mukaZ erediccu id odarg ni etnemlicaf eterasÂÂ .)onroc id adoc ad( otnegra'd eroif id ollena e sudiS aeD inihccero ,onroc id adoc id analloc ,)mukaZ ad ibmartne( acitauqca arettel id ihcco ilg rep oirossecca'l e otasnednoc eretop id ollatsirc li ¨Ãoic ,erenetto ad elicaf Â Â ©Ãhcrep
osem oigganargni'l eralotor rep ssob irossecca id tes li azzilitu enosrep elled etrap roiggam aL .%001 oppat li erenetto rep elatot ni izzep 4 id olos ongosib eteva arolla ©Ãhcrep itanutrof eteisÂÂ ,irossecca irtsov ied onu us %02 osem eenil 2 eralotor raf ad itanutrof aznatsabba eteisÂÂ eS .onucsaic osem %02 onnad ingo ehc izzep 5 olos oirassecen ¨Ã
idniuq ,ilocitra ad erenetto elibissop ¨Ã atunetto osem% id amissam Ãtitnauq al ¨Ã atseuQ .%02 li Ãrad ozzep ingo ,otunetto osem complete, get a fish range of ~200k so you can work with the ability soul bomb and get any soul hilla that will increase your rates helping you kill more¹ quickly. ÂÂFor Telefarmers Be sure to Re-Kishin every 2 minutes
and 20 seconds. I set an interval timer that repeats and beeps every 2:20 to let me know that I must To increase reproduction and then increase the meso that is obtained. If â € Riâ ™ Ultra-Pigro you can get a key weight and just reposition it on your Alt key every 2:20 after Kishin. But remember that you should still look at it in case they whiten you.
Also keep in mind that it is necessary to actively activate the runes, mainly to get rid of them so that â € â Â ™ they curs the map and reduce the speed of fall. In addition, a Rune of Greed is incredibly good, doubled the Mesos obtained for 30 seconds after activating. Spanish Keyboarding: a very useful trick to help you mesopharmo can be found here:
(sorry, I don't know who to accredit for this) Transfer Hammer [1021] Transfer Hammering is using a piece of level lower gear and sacrificing it to transfer its potential and stars to a piece of gear which is up to 10 levels higher than it. The greatest use of this will be to transfer your potentials to gear and stars to your CRA gear. Keep in mind that only
a maximum potential level of Epic can be transferred. For example, I had a single Utgard Claw that I transfer to my Fafnir Risk Holder and this is what happened to its potential lines. Unique utgard claw 10 * epic risk holder 9 * 9% attach ã ¢ â â ’6% att 6% luk ã ¢ â â’ 6% luk 6% stro iat Â Â â ’6% stri as shown above, Any line of before the
unique/legendary potential will be reduced to a first epic line. The transfer also reduces the increase in the star of 1. higher items, such as Tyrant tools, cannot be transferred to hammer. If you have potential lines that are exclusive of that potential level, for example ã ¢ â € â € âœinvincible +1 more seconds after taking damage for the exclusive of a
single potential armor, however if the hammer transfer, Rai randomly recharged for a new potential epic line. Cubing The essence of mplestory. To obtain better potential, the cubes must be used to improve the equipment if you want to get boss at the end of the game. To make this Section simpler, Iue â € Â Â Â Â Â the divider in 3 sections: types of
cubes and their use, what each piece of gear should be to be for and the recommended priorities of your gear. Types of cubes and their use mastri artisans Cubes come from the Hensys shop, boss drops, veins, run trade, events shops and the Legion shop. They are generally used only to increase the rare potential tools to epic potential because their
epic speed-unique level of level is terrible. You can also use them to roll for 6% status of 6% att about your Pensalir/Utgard equipment. The cubes Meister are quite rare, and Apaik is available only in reboot through trade and drops of vein. They do the same thing, but they can also raise the potential level as a unique-> legendary, which MCC cannot
do. Red cubes are mainly used for reroll tools that are already legendary, however there are some people who prefer to use red cubes compared to black cubes to improve the potential level. Black cubes are mainly used to rake the potential, as they have a higher success percentage than red cubes, but they also have a greater cost because you can
choose whether to keep the old potential or the new potential. I recommend using these, as I found the greatest success with them. Abbreviations here: 2l att = 2 lines of att, ied = ignore enemy defense, boss = boss damage, dse = decent sharp eye, dsi = decent speed infusion important note: Â «damage» take a minimum damage minimum
alternative program to att and They must not be considered an alternative weapon â «you should aim at 2l att 1l ied, 3l att, 2l att 1l boss, 1l att 2l boss, however this can depend on the potential you have on your secondary weapon and on your emblem (see note under). If you have just started to cuping your equipment, 2L att with any third line of
potential is fine because 2L AGO are already difficult enough to obtain. Secondary weapon Â «same as the emblem of the weapon â € as the Note Arma: these 3 They constitute that your Â «WSE" is called (weapon, emblem, secondary) and are very important because they are the only gears that can roll %att, ied e e e e lines (except for the emblem,
which cannot rotate %boss lines). An easy and general rule to follow is to aim for 200% of the head damage and 93% IED. This should allow you to do most of the 300% Finegame PDR bosses such as Chaos Vellum, Lotus, Damien and Lucid if you also have the appropriate range. To completely optimize the damage, use a WSE optimizer that tells you
exactly which potential lines you should roll to obtain as many final damage from your potential WSE lines as possible. It can be found on Mapletly's Subddit, only WSE Optimier search bar. The specific classes, such as Dual Blade/Luminous have an incredible quantity of IEDs incorporated into their skills, and therefore require only about 90% IED (or
not) in their statistical window, and therefore require less IED statistical window. However, classes that do not have this integrated IED element should aim for 93%. Hat Â «main statat % top â« main statat % in the lower â «main statat % shoes Â« main statat % gloves- the gloves are a little special, it is possible to roll potential lines that allow you to
use DSI and DSE which are decent and save node slot, so that you can use boost knots / nodes active instead for late game damage you want to roll for % lines of damage criticism. If you can get 2L Crit damage you are Godly and probably spent too much time meso agriculture. If you get 3l Crit damage go to the lottery or you are a hacker. Most
people are satisfied with 1L Crit DMG with other potential subottimal potentials, such as a DSE/DSE line or a Main Stat % line. HEAD Â «Main Stat % Shoulder Â« Main Stat % Ring â «Stat % Earrings Â« main status % pendant â «status % belt â« status % accessory face â «status % accessory face â« status % accessory eyes â «stat % Badge Â «Stat
% badge Â« Stat % Cover Priority Accessories>Damage Accessories The reason for this priority is that WSE provides the most damage caused by %Att lines. Then, Badge/Shoulder/Boots/Belt generally use fewer cubes to get a good % stat because they have fewer potential rows. Armor pieces like top/bottom can roll lines lines 55% chance of ignoring
40% damage Ã¢ÂÂ and Ã¢ÂÂ Allowing the use of a super decent bodywork – these types of lines are absolutely useless for most classes (except Demon Avenger, see note below) and having them in the pool of possible lines makes more expensive to get a good potential of %Main Stat. Accessories come last because you’ll be using drip gear unless
you’re bossing so you can use your drip gear for node breeding. You’ll need to have enough damage to the OHKO crowds with just your WSE / Armor / Badge / Shoulder / Boots / Belt because there will be a significant drop in your damage range when you equip the fall gear, which is only accessories, and have %stat lines on your armor Main training
will help a lot with getting enough autonomy for this. Damaged accessories come last, because you’ll be using your drop gear 90% of the time unless you need bonus damage for grinding levels. Note: For Demon Avengers, Hyper Body can be a good potential as the HP bonus will give a significant increase in damage but it is also possible to get a DHB
node, so consult a Demon Avenger player/guide as I have no clues. Link Skills [1023] Link Skills are class-specific passive/active abilities that can be shared between characters after level 70. For example, the Mercedes Connection Skill is a permanent EXP bonus and this ability can be given to another character upon reaching level 70. It connects
skill levels to levels 70, 120 and 210. Those marked with * are the ones I prioritized to the most famous linking skills to level Mercedes -> 10/15/20% permanent EXP boost* Aran- -> 400/650/900% EXP bonus from combo orbs Evan -> 30/50/70% Rune Duration Increase Notable Link Skills for onnaD onnaD >- muillI ottilffa otats ¨Ã ocimen li es
otaippoddar ,eroirefni ollevil id icimen ia onnad led otnemua %6/3 >- anedaC idnoces 01 rep Ãtiliba id onnad led otnemua %06/54/03 >- retsuB cilegnA * 5/01/01 ,4/7/7 3/4/4>- )PM/PH xaM/etaR tirC/ssoB( remaT tsaeB * etlov 6 elip ,kcats rep onnad %3/2/1 >- )otnemittabmoc ni eresse rep onnad%( krA 1/2% for quantity of units Stacked six times.
Each stack lasts 5 seconds Slayer Demon -> 10/15/20% Damage increase boss Kanna -> 5/10% Damage increase * Demon Avenger -> 5/10/15% Damage increase * Kaiser (for Demon Avenger) -> 10 /15/20% Max HP Increase Kinesis -> 2/4% Critical Damage increase Hayato -> (All Stat, w/M.ATK) 15/10, 25/15 * Bright -> 10/15/20% Increase Phantom
-> 10/15/20% Increase in critical rate * xenon -> 5/10% Increase stat * Notable for utility mihile -> 90/110/130 seconds Buff that provides 100% knockback resistance. 180 Second CD * Note: don't worry only if you are playing a class that does not naturally get 100% position from the Enviability /Passive resistance -> 1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 of invincibility
after the resurrection. Must have 4 characters of resistance LV120 to get Cygnus of 8 seconds -> 2/5% increased resistance to abnormal state for a list of abilities link bis ,: /Making a Kishin Mule/HS Mule [1024] If you like optimization, you will want to level your kanna mule for nodefarming/grinding purposes. If you have a second laptop and you
spend enough time, it's worth taking the time to make a Kishin mule. It saves you from having to bleed other kannas in exchange for Kishin service that will slow down your leveling by quite a bit. You'd want to use a burning event to bring your Kanna to 150 with a decent set of frozen gear, then level it to 160. If you have level 200 or have friends
close to that level ask them about Leech It to Level 200, who will make you 1000X life plus¹ easy. The requirements for bloodsucking are as follows: they must be at least 5 levels below the crowd and within 40 levels of the attackers, e.g. If my Kanna had level 160 and I had level 190 and the crowd was level 162, we would all be good. During
grinding, Your Kanna has to be "in combat," so you can simply key Kishin on a secure platform, which counts as "in combat." You’ll need a fire engine on this Kishin mule to survive the early stages of the Arcane River, where you don’t have enough arcane force to be hit by the 1st S. In fact you need to clear Story Lucid just to overcome Lachelein,
which is doable with about 1 mil range if you have consumables to liven up your range (blue mp, guild buff, ursus buff, game hunter etc.). This range is easily reached with minimal effort, just take a set of CRA tools and a tyrant cape / boots and cube until you get the desired range. You actually get a meso fkton from the 200-220 leech so it shouldn’t
be a problem if you cube intelligently. If you’re going to hit 235, make sure you do your Arcane diaries and keep bleeding meso because it’s gonna take decent gear/Arcane Force to clean up Morass Solo Dungeons and Story Will in Sphere. SW weapons [1025] Rather useless, they were once a decent alternative to completing the SW 4 set, but now
that the 25* is here, they are obsolete unless you are a Dual Blade, in which you should use CPQ/Solo every day for SW Katara. SW gears (Gloves/Shoes/Hats) [1026] It used to be the best in the slot, now with 25* available there are better options. If you find them, you can keep them for memes. Tyrants [1027] Starring Tyrants is a pain in the
assortment based entirely on RNG. It’s kind of like a normal stellar power upgrade, but a fucking metric that’s more expensive and much more likely to fail. Unlike normal teams, the tyrant protagonist starts with a 50% chance of success from 0-1 stars and costs 55m per goal. Star Force enhancement events do not apply to this equipment. After you
get your tyrant outfits to 5 stars (good luck with that), every further raise has a chance to destroy your emoc emoc etlov ¹Ãip e ¹Ãip eravorp ²Ãup is e ilibiutitsos aznatsabba onos ©Ãhcrep ellets 21-01 a olletnam ortsov li erenetto da eravorp ²Ãup is ,onos ilareneg adiug eenil eL .atnemua otnemele ollevil li emoc atnemua otnemele enoizurtsid id
Ãtilibaborp aL .osse id otisoporp A ERAF ETETOP ETNEIN Ã Ãl e How you did your Magnus weekly races. However, even for more random players, even 5/8 stars work well. For your boots, 8 stars are quite good because it takes about 2 months to get them without the tickets for restoration, 1 month with tickets for restoration, however, if you aim

for endgame people usually also go for 10/ 12 stars. There is also the tyrant belt (which you will use once you receive 2 superior Golux pendants) that you also want to get to 10 stars (12 for the hardcore). With gloves, they take a whole year to 2 months to obtain them, depending on the frequency with which you manage the invasion and newspapers
of Kritia the past 5 stars on them because of the crazy quantity of effort that you need to make them, however some players End of the game will go for 8 stars if they feel pale and about 10* if they want to make decisions on the wrong life. Practically useless now, it is worth obtaining a tyrant cloak from Hmag just like a springboard towards the
equipment acquitted, but it makes no sense to update it. They have a special improvement system that is 100% in BS. One was op because you could transpose to Sweetwater, but now there is a better option. The transposition of transposition [1028] is a game mechanic that works exclusively for SweetWater tools/accessories. Transfer to any statistics
that you get from improving stellar force to your SweetWater equipment, while providing a more star slot. For normal equipment (not tyrants, therefore the weapon), it essentially allows you to obtain an extra star of improvement for free. What you do is 1 star a fafnir weapon and transpite it on your SW weapon, and you will get that extra enhanced
star while maintaining normal 15 -star skill (essentially get 1 extra statistics star). -I really not relevant now that SW weapons are obsolete. Keep in mind that this also the flame from the material xpose to your SW accessory/armor and since SW does not receive boss flames, then you should The flame on your Pap Mark/Meister earrings before Xpos to
SW. For this reason, you'll want to transpose a 16* papolatus sign to a Sweetwater monocle and a 16* Meister earring for your Sweetwater earring. CiÃ² allows you to get the bonus 15-> 16* twice, which Ã is really nice to get bonus statistics. (Although Pap Mark Ã ¨ rare AF) AbilitÃ interior [1029] The internal Ã is yet another RNG-based game
mechanic, unlocks a line to LV30, one to LV50 and the last to LV70. The best way to get it to the legendary potential Ã9save about 100k Honor Exp you get from grinding, using 100 XP Honor Rerolls to reach the unique level, then using the cash shop circulators to get a legendary IA level. To get 3 lines of potential that you want, most people I know
have used circulators to launch a desirable first line, which is usually Ãla speed ATT +1, +20% boss damage or +50% buff duration. Circulators will always the best line, for example if i try to launch an attack line of +30 using honor, i could only get +27 or +25 attacks while any attack line i pull around using circulators will be always +30. To get
the second/third desired line, lock the first line and repeat the second/third line using Honor Exp. Ã better wait for the honor at metÃ price before doing so to maximize the number of shots they get. Another way to do this Ã is to launch a second/third line using circulators, to make sure you get a decent second line and then launch your first line
using Honor XP. This is because your second and third lines may be rare/epic/one level, however your first line Ã is always guaranteed to be legendary, so you can ensure a good second line and then use Honor Exp to get a decent first line, even if Ã ¨ is not Ã9â otlom otlom ¨Ã'C ]0301[ ssob
/rof_seitiba_renni_lamitpo_enil3_etelpmoc_smg/n2x9e8/stnemmoc/yrotselpam/r/moc.tidder.www//:sptth :otseuq asu idniuq ,adneggel anu ¨Ã )MAS( XON .aut al rep elamitto ¹Ãip ¨Ã asoc acrec tiddeR/elgooG idniuq ,essalc ingo art ecsireffid ai siB Post from/U/Ekanselttar, it is connected to the credit section, but adding small information from my
experience for the garments that I made Zakum- recommends the level 100/4 â â Failed, the notes for the struggle can be found in the section "Search guide". It does not really require much mechanical/range, just dodge your hands and you will be well the chaos zakum- it requires damage to the CRA level to kill it, if you can alone, you should run this
week to get your transfer of your absolute cloak. Migly Hilla-30k, 200-300k to quickly kill Hard Hilla-3-4 m per solo if your class has a good burst, most if not all classes should be able to be easily 1-vinsing at 5 metersEasy Magnus - Be 180ish to make it easy or have decent equipment. About 200k Range becomes quite easy, before this it takes some
time to kill, but it's not particularly hard for mechanics. NORMA MAGNUS - It depends on how good you are to dodge meteor/push attacks. About 1.5 m of interval I could kill him in a bond solo, but there is not really necessary as you can actually fight it much lower starting from about 500-600k but prepare to dodge a lot of shit and in reality You
have to face mechanics. Hard Magnus - varies strongly based on the skill and class. Be in a raid party, 1.5 million 1.5 m with 85% IED, for a single range of 4M to be able to detonate the phase of hell in a bond. Once again that number varies strongly based on the class, I know that the classes of thieves with access to Shadow Walker could be able to
do it first because they can freely attack and ignore meteors/gas. I can comfortably solo within a minute to ~ 5 million bosses 199% and 92% IED (unless you die). I recommend taking a look at this guide: easy ht- as soon as you unlock Ohko d from the tail hit on the right side on the ground. Range HT-100K normal for a comfortable solo, be very
careful to the tail shot as 16k 16k That is enough for most classes of ohko at that range of levels. The location is very important here, being eliminated the platforms constantly is a very annoying chaos – recommend 600k, although it can push further down if you are patient and have good reactions to seduce+1/1 and if you are seduced while you are
seduced Hero’s will is down, well unlucky. Easy Gollux- If you can kill the abdomen, you can kill it, it’s really easy. It should be feasible as soon as you’re done with the prequestions. Normal Gollux – If you can kill the normal horntail, you can probably do it too. If you feel uncomfortable, get a range of 200k and try again HardLux- 400-500K for the first
Hellux timers, recommended is 3-4 meters alone but varies again according to class. If you are not sure, try it if you have the 5th job. I had 1.9m clean as NL and I can erase it in about 7 minutes and with 60-70% time left on the timer, however that’s because the dark glow erases the mobs on the background and I burst crazy from Shadow Walker/
Last Resource/ Diffusion Launch. I had a friend with 1.6 m clean who is an AB and had trouble clearing it with another AB because they couldn’t buds on time, so it’s pretty class dependent. CQueen- If you can kill Hellux you can probably do Cqueen. It’s not too hard once you’ve learned its mechanics, just make sure to lower the autopilot threshold so
you don’t get an autopilot delay while you’re on fire and make sure it’s the effect of Zombify, otherwise you do It will die while you’re on fire and try to heal using vases. For more in-depth, take a look at this guide: cpierre âVery annoying if you can’t burst to a burst to avoid splitting Stage, I did it with about ~2.5-3 m, but I had to wait for the right hat
stage. .ocitamotua .ocitamotua nu iah es erirom ad eliciffid' op nu ¨Ã ©Ãhcrep ecilpmes ¹Ãip li Ãtlaer ni otats ¨Ã otseuq em reP ./nam_nwolc_eht_seimmud_rof_ssyba_toor_soahc/1fsoo5/stnemmoc/yrotselpam/r/moc.tidder.www//:sptth :icinaccem ius ilgatted i I have to say that, in my experience, this was the most difficult¹. With the other two it's easy
to survive once you get used to it, but CVB has always found a way to fuck me. Almost everything in this area will be oneshot you (his jump, his sperm ball, his meteors). For me I like to do dps normally up to last stage, then bind + burst to finish it because it's trying to hit it while it's not gonna be on the map in last stage makes it difficult to clear. Try
also to avoid jumping too much otherwise you will die if you land just as he beats down. More details here: Chaos Vellum: The Great Snake.. It'really just get used to the timing of tails and rocks falling and the timing of your binds + burst properly. I made it for the first time at a radius of 5m, although I am 100% sure that it is possible at lower
intervals, but you must have ABSOLUTELY IED ABSOLUTELY. My damage to Cvell Ã threefold after dmt, not because I got more¹ autonomy, but because I finally jumped from â 88->93% IED. Things to look out for: don't be greedy for dps during the poisoning stage, focus on looking at the ground for its tails, which are hard to see under the green
shit of the ground, and don't be greedy for dps in general. It is better to dodge a tail than to hit a other spell rotation. Lotus: To attend a party you need to be able to do Cvell yourself in 10 minutes. Honestly, solo damage is not so high, but it is usually difficult for people to get used to mechanics and not die during phase 1, which leaves less room to
maneuver in p3 for violet buggy spheres. In GMS, it may be difficult to clean up on its own especially after removal of the neb status of -2 sec, but it is certainly still feasible without divine equipment. P1 may be buggy ...ut ...ut 'ehcrep emrofattaip el odlanor e atoidiâl eraf noN .)erpmes rep onarelecca ehc resal ,onanoiznuf non ehc ilatrop
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ton sti fi revo ytrap ruoy enoyreve enoyreve ordered by priority that you should take them for damage. Credit to /u/MsNyara. Additionally, each character also acts as an ¢ÃÂÂattacker¢ÃÂÂ on the legion dragon. Every x amount of damage done to the legion dragon will give you one legion coin. This ¢ÃÂÂraid¢ÃÂÂ continues whenever you are online,
you don¢ÃÂÂt need to actively do it. You can use these coins to upgrade your legion and buy various buffs and items from the legion store, important stuff like 50% Epic Potential Scrolls and Wealth buffs that increase your mesos gained by 50% (very helpful for Kanna meso farmers). The damage done by your other mules on the legion grid is
determined by their level of starforce and character level. Stupid Endgame Optimisation/or for the really dedicated [1032] If you¢ÃÂÂre going for 8k legion and want faster grinding and have a 3rd access to maple (laptops/craptops) it¢ÃÂÂll be beneficial to make a lv170 Bishop Mule for Holy Symbol. Get it to 170 so you can also use it as
heaven¢ÃÂÂs door mule for lucid/lotus/damien runs. If you¢ÃÂÂre going for an arcane weapon/set, you might want to make a farmer for dedicated farmer character for more efficient rates, I¢ÃÂÂll list a couple here: Kanna- Best farmer as of now. Great map control with Yaksha boss, kishin boosted with nodes, domain, tengu strike, nimbus curse, high
damage lucid soul- easy to get into lucid parties for a lucid soul to boost rates and has insane soul scaling Mechanic- The class you make if you¢ÃÂÂre super dedicated to farming, they can farm decent rates even at low stat, at least 500-580m/hour if you 2hko with rock n shock and can go up as high as ~650m/hour clean if you¢ÃÂÂre funded enough.
Evan- ^ Same as mech Blaze wizard- Still mid/high tier rates, should be around 500-600m per hr when funded enough. Luminous- Cheapest farmer, with 17k stat + 540 AF you can comfortably farm all arcana maps and make 670-720m/hour with 120% meso obtained at Lab Cavern Upper/Side Path. Not recommended if you have high ereh nees nees
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also do the will of the Alliance's research to get 5 m/w.atk and some states. The best way is with Meso Farm and Cube/Starforce Bis Gear. Kishin: Ã an ability Super broken Kanna that increases the maximum number of mobs on the map and increases the speed of spawn. It makes leveling and farming nodes much easier¹. This Ã is why many players
make a second account and use a spare laptop for Kishin while leveling mules or themselves. Legion: Ã is the old character card system, essentially you get bonus statistics to have many characters. Players generally leave it until the last because leveling 40 characters at level 200 takes a long, long time to get 8000 legions, which Ã© ciÃ² which runs
out. It also offers some small benefits such as exp/meso enthusiasts, scrolls and potential cubes. Gear progression: Simply, gear progression starts at LV140 with your boss's Pensalir tools and accessories from Zakum/Horntail and Magnus. Next, we advance to the CRA + Gollux accessories along with Tyrant Cape/Boots. Then you will slowly move on
to absolute equipment, top Gollux accessories, SW face/eye and 17/22* rings. Afterwards© you can get the arcane shadow weapon/equipment, but not many people have time for it. Everything thereÃ² that Ã was explained here can be read in the main guide in much more detailed¹, using the codes in the content. Credit [1034] Gear Progression- My
Own Experience/ 0 Credit a/U/yumesuke my guild, oceania/oceania, who tact, who give Lots of this table Legion/U/MSNYARA Range Bossing Recommendations: by/u/u/ekanselttar potential levels for level Ã¢ â★ âhttps: /strategywiki.org/wiki/maplestory/potential_system 25* Progression Guide Ã¢ â∙â/u/codeumbra ia/skills guide connection guide Ã¢ â
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